Environmental Services
Fast Facts
Geisinger Approved
Cleaning Chemicals for Vendors
Phase 1
You will see some of the current products replaced with the approved EVS products as the current items are
used up (Virex II 256-disinfectant, Alpha HP or Prominence-neutral floor cleaners, Crew Restroom cleaner are
being discontinued)
1. Above the floor cleaning and disinfecting:
Oxivir 1 (Diversey) RTU wipes (ready to use/already prepared)-used for all above the floor cleaning and
disinfecting-replaces Virex II 256.

2. Glass and mirror cleaning:
Glance (glass cleaner) – used for cleaning glass and mirrors (Diversey). Concentrate is used to prepare
solution with cold water though a Diversey dispensing unit into a Glance screen printed pour bottle
and applied to surfaces with a clean wipe- no change.

or

into a

and poured onto a clean disposable wipe.

3. Removal of spots and stains on restroom fixtures (Sinks, Toilets, Tubs, Showers).
Emerel Crème Cleanser (liquid cleanser) (Diversey) ready to use quarts- Flush toilets to clear water
after using. Must always use with eye protection because the pH is 2.0 (corrosive). Applied directly
onto surfaces or by using a clean wipe or toilet bowl mop to remove any build up on fixtures- no
change.

poured directly onto the surface or onto a clean, dry, disposable wipe or bowl mop (toilets/urinals).
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4. Removal of adhesive residue, difficult marks on door bottoms, moldings etc.
Graffiti Remover (Spartan)- ready to use quarts. Use by applying a small amount of product from a
pour top bottle onto a clean dry disposable wipe- this is a new addition.

5. Carpet Spotter:
General purpose spotter (Diversey)-ready to use quarts. Use by applying a small amount of product from a
pour top bottle onto a clean, dry disposable wipe- this is a new addition.

6. Interior window cleaning that is above normal reach:
Sting ray-interior window cleaning device, disposable pad and window cleaning product. To be used to
reach high window interiors without using a step stool or ladder- this is a new addition.
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7. High dusting :
Disposable high dusters
(3M) wrapped around a high dusting tool.

8. Butler/dustpan and squeegee

9. Removal of difficult marks from unpainted surfaces:
Magic erasers-use dampened with water to remove
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